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1. Customer users

1.1 Login

To use the system you must log in.

Here you type in your user name and password and click Login
If you are prompted with an error you may have enter your credentials incorrectly.
1.2 Dashboard

Now you have arrived at your dashboard

Here you can see the status of your prosthetic

You can see

- Total step count for your device
- Step count for the current day
- Battery status
- Picture of the device
- Device type name
- Device model name
- Device Id
2. Admin and R&D users

2.1 Login

To use the system you must log in.

Here you type in your user name and password and click Login.
If you are prompted with an error you may have enter your credentials incorrectly.
2.2 Admin Dashboard

Here you can see information about the system. You can see how many documents and variables are entering the system the following day and week. You can also see how many documents exist for each peripheral.

You can always use the search function to find new variables in the search function on the left.
2.3 R&D Dashboard

If you are R&D user you will only see data relevant to you on the dashboard.
2.3 Search Filtering

Here you can get a list of all variables and events in the system and search for them.

You can also search using the search function that has an auto complete feature. You can search for peripheral IDs, variables and events.
Here you can see all the variables that are in the system.
Here you can see a variable called `LEG_STEP_COUNT_TODAY` that has been selected from the list. You will then see all `LEG_STEP_COUNT_TODAY` variables in the system and detailed information about them. If you click the peripheral button of a certain variable you will be taken to the peripheral that the variable belongs to.
2.5 User List

This window is only available to admins. It’s a list of all users in the system. Their name, email and role.
2.6 The Peripheral window

This is what you will see after you search for a specific peripheral. There you'll find detailed information belonging to that peripheral. Below the detail section you'll find a list of all variables, documents and events that are associated with this peripheral. You can filter the results in the table as needed. On this page you can see:

- Peripheral Id
- Device type
- Device model
- How many variables belong to the device.
- How many anomalies are associated with the device.
- Total step count of device
- Battery status of device
- Device Image
- Step count for the current day
- Step count for the passing week
- Events
- Documents
When viewing a peripheral with the variables tab selected you can click on “Only Anomalies” and see all variables that are out of range.